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Tokai Vitrification Facility (TVF) was constructed in April of 1992 as a first
vitirication facility in Japan. The mission of TVF is to develop the technology for
immobilizing the high level radioactive liquid waste (HLLW) into the stable glass
form, the HLLW is stored or generated at Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP).

TVF main process is composed ofreceiving-pretreatment process, glass melting
process and canister handling process, the process flow diagram is shown in
following figure "MAIN PROCESS FLOW AT TVF".
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The HLLW is transferred from TRP to the Receiving Tank through a pipe-line.
After the receiving of HLLW, elemental and radioactive analysis are conducted for
the measurement of re-transfer from retained waste and for process control. After
the measuremet, the HLLW is transferred from the receiving tank to the evaporator
to adjust the composition by adding sodium and concentrating.
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After the pre-treatment, the HLLW is fed to the glass melter continuously using
two feeding tanks by airlift system, priour to feed the HLLW, glass fiber additive is
soaked into the glass melter. The molten glass is discharged into a canister
periodically, and filled canister is stored in the storage cell after the lid welding.

TVF is a part of TRP and included into Process MBA (JR2A) of the TRP.
Retransfer from retained waste is measured upon receipt of HLLW from HLLW
storage tanks in TRP to the Receiving Tank in TVF. The amount of nuclear materials
are determined by the measurements of volume, density and concentration
analysis taken at the Receiving Tank. The amount of nuclear material contained
in vitrified waste for each canister is calculated from weight of the canister and
concentration in the evaporator. Produced canisters are terminated the safeguards
ather the varification take place by IAEA and JNSB, and those canisters are stored
in the storage cell.

IAEA and JNAB carrying out verification of re-transfer from retained waste by
sample taking, volume and density measurements at the receiving tank for
verifying the quantity of uranium and plutonium, and verification of measured
discards for the safeguards termination by item counting, item identification,
weighing of the filled canister and the attribute NDA measurement. The NDA system
contained Cd/Te, fission chamber and ion chamber detectors, which can measure
total neutron, total y and specific y ray from the spent fuel. Verification of
physical inventory also carrying out once per year by sample taking, volume and
density measurements to tanks in TVF.

In order to improve the TVF safeguards for effectively, efficiently and reducing
the inspection efforts, PNC will make effort within following two steps;

Step -1: An improved NDA system will be installed instead of the above NDA
system. The system will provide unattended inspection mode using by passive
neutron coincidence counting method with Cm balance.

Step-2 : To integrate the improved NDA system and surveillance system for
canister ID verification, and to develop their remote monitoring system from
TRP inspection room.

This paper describes plant descriptoin, present safeguards arrangement and
discuss the future safeguards arrangement at TVF.
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